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TAPER MODELLING REVIEW

• McTague and Weiskittel (2021)  Evolution, history, and use of stem taper equations: a 

review of their development, application and implementation. CJFR 51(2): 210-235.

• Selection of model form is more important than fitting method (or assumed error 

structure).

• DBH is of limited value for very short trees.

• Ability for local calibration is valuable.

• Evaluation of volume accuracy often overlooked.

• Evaluation within height-diameter ranges seldom performed.



THREE SEGMENT MODEL

• Figure adapted from Newnham (1988), by 

McTague and Weiskittel (2021), showing 

segments in Flewelling and Raynes (1993).

• Each segment has its’ own defined x with range 

zero to one, and prediction function

y = f(x).

• Neiloid, paraboloid and conic equations are 

substituted out.

• Join points are inflections with second 

derivatives = zero.   y and  dy/dh are 

continuous.



THREE SEGMENTS

rh = h/HT0 1

y

Separate Equations for lower, middle and top



CONDITIONING AT BREAST HEIGHT

rh = h/HT0 1

y

Define k such that DBHib = k  y at rh=BH/HT



SOME HISTORY

• Segmented model by Max and Burkhart 

(1976).

• Segmented model by Demaerschalk 

and Zozak (1977), updated in 1988.

• Data collection plan at Rayonier (Jerry 

Clutter).

• Fit and evaluate existing models (Bell 

and Marshall)

• Larry Raynes asks Flewelling to do 

something better (1988).

• Segmented models for Douglas Fir and 

Western hemlock.

• Two CJFR publications (1993)

• NW Taper coop (three species)

• East-side coop (eleven species groups)

• Trincado and Burkhart (2006): “Too 

complex”.

• Recently: Flewelling, Hailemariam and 

grad students: fitting code difficult to 

port and use.



HISTORY: EARLY SEGMENTED EQN’S

• Max and Burkhart (1976)

• One shape for all tree sizes.

• Single equation with additive segment-indicator terms.

• Bark thickness at breast height is implicit (no separate model).

• Demaerschalk and Kozak (1977, 1988)

• Shape can vary somewhat with tree size.

• Separate equations for each segment, with parameter recovery.

• Bark thickness at breast height is explicitly predicted.



HISTORY: DATA AT RAYONIER

• 153 Douglas fir

• 239 Western hemlock

• Inside and outside bark diameters at:

• 1’, 2’, 3’

• 4.5’

• BH + .10 (HT – BH)

• BH + .20 (HT – BH)

• ….

• BH + .90 (HT – BH)

• Data collection design by Jerry Clutter



HISTORY: EVALUATE AVAILABLE MODELS

• Initial data set given to John 

Bell and David Marshall.

• Asked to evaluate fit of 

published  model forms.

• Concluded that all had lack 

of fit problems.

• Demaerschalk and Kozak 

viewed favorably.



HISTORY: RAYONIER 

• At 1988 Western Mensuration Meeting.

• Larry Raynes offers me:

• Two great data sets.

• Excellent background report.

• No constraints.



HISTORY: MODELS FOR RAYONIER

• Models completed in December 1990

• Three segments

• Shapes vary with DBH and HT.

• Good residual summaries within height-

DBH groups.

• Good residual summaries for volumes.

• Permission for Flewelling and Raynes to 

publish.

• Messy complex equations.

• Log normal errors.

• Variance modeled as  functions of DBH 

and height position.

• Correlations between measurement 

heights (Kilkki, 1983).

• Nonlinear multivariate regression 

(Gallant, 1987, on 386 computer)



HISTORY: PUBLISH IN CJFR (1993)

• Part I: Predictions from DBH and Height

• Part II: Predictions from DBH, total 

height, and upper stem measurements.

• Good reviewers including George 

Furnival and Tony Kozak.

Photo courtesy of Kim Iles



HISTORY: NW TAPER 
COOP (1992-1993)

• True cooperative effort: Georgia Pacific 

(Al Becker), Quinault Indian nation (Jim 

Loaris), Champion Intrl (Jeff Madsen), 

WA DNR (Fred Martin), Port Blakely 

(Mike Mosman), ITT Rayonier (Larry 

Raynes),Simpson Timber (Mike 

Naccarini), Longview Fibre (Bob Roth), 

Campbell Group (Julie Shelby), 

Weyerhaeuser (Bill Scott), OSU (Debbie 

Cummings).



NW TAPER COOP: SPECIAL THANKS

Fred Martin Mike Mosman



HISTORY: NW TAPER COOP

• Three species: hemlock, Douglas fir, and red cedar.

• Extra measurement at BH + .95  (HT - BH)

• Autoregressive correlated errors, distances = f(rh, HT).

• Maximum likelihood (taper model, variance model, correlation model).

• Licensed NPSOL software from Stanford.

• Johnson SB distribution instead of log normal (MISTAKE).

• Tall trees: additional conic section above first inflection.

• Excellent residuals.

• Report available to anyone interested.



HISTORY: EAST-SIDE COOP

• Suggested by Fred Martin.

• Administered by Inland Growth and Yield Coop (INGY)

• Members: INGY plus others. 

• Eleven species groups

• 986 new trees, same protocol as NW Taper Coop

• Over 10,000 existing trees.

• Improved model for upper-stem bark thickness.

• Special thanks: Bill Bennett, Chuck Hatch and Marylee Han   AND:



EAST-SIDE COOP: MY COAUTHOR

• “I’m from the Government, 

and I’m here to help you”

- Rich Ernst



EAST-SIDE COOP

• Report exists as a photocopied 2” 3-ring binder.

• Software integrated into NW Taper coop software (SF_TEST). 

• DLL within National Volume Equation Library (NVEL).

• Plan to replace one copyrighted routine, and make source code public.



COMPLEXITY

• Taper model itself is complex.  (not a major problem).

• Daunting to fit (Trincado and Burkhart)

• Not easy to localize (Nonlinear mixed models easier).

• Simpler error model  would probably suffice for fitting.

• Full error model is justified for empirical equation development.



CUSTOM CODE FOR FITTING

• NPSOL now replaced with open-source software optimizer.

• Can compile and links with open-source GFORTRAN.

• With full error model, custom code is probably still needed (calculate LL for each 

tree). Minimize the negative LL.

• Needs tutorial and easier keyword system.

• Possibility of an easier way to devise empirical equations.

Complexity coming:   add white noise (similar to models by Garcia) ?



NEW CODE FOR MODEL FITTING?

• If full error model not wanted, any nonlinear regression 

package could be used.

• With full error model, custom code is still needed  to 

calculate LL for each tree. Minimize the sums overall.

• Needs easier keyword system and tutorial.

• Easier way to formulate empirical equations?  

Complexity coming:   add white noise (similar to models 

by Garcia)

Encouraged by:

Temesgen Hailemariam



SUMMARY

• Segmented models can take on any reasonable shape.

• Shape can vary with tree size, little risk of unreasonable extrapolation.

• Excellent residuals, so far.

• Much more effort than fitting pre-formulated non-segmented models.
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NUMERICAL EXAMPLE, 1993 (PART I)

Errata thanks to Val LeMay



NW TAPER
DOUGLAS FIR

HT-DBH SIZE GROUPS

Start fitting by:

1. Defining height-DBH groups.

2. Fit single shape profile to each size 

group. (eight parameters)

3. Create approximate model for a 

shape parameter = f (size group)

4. Impose that relationship.

5. Iterate back to step 2, with one 

fewer parameter.

6. Simultaneously fit all sub models to 

entire data set.

FITTING METHODOLOGY



NW TAPER
DOUGLAS FIR

EXAMINE FINAL RESULTS 

BY HT-DBH GROUP

OBSERVED DIB MEANS

WITHIN DBH-HT 

GROUP



NW TAPER
DOUGLAS FIR

EXAMINE FINAL RESULTS 

BY HT-DBH GROUP

MEAN PREDICTED DIB

WITHIN DBH-HT 

GROUP



NW TAPER
DOUGLAS FIR

EXAMINE FINAL RESULTS 

BY HT-DBH GROUP

MEAN DIB ERRORS

WITHIN DBH-HT 

GROUP


